Purpose: Delayed auditory feedback (DAF) causes speakers to become disfluent and make phonological errors. Methods for assessing the kinematics of speech errors are lacking, with most DAF studies relying on auditory perceptual analyses, which may be problematic, as errors judged to be categorical may actually represent blends of sounds or articulatory errors. Method: Eight typical speakers produced nonsense syllable sequences under normal and DAF (200 ms). Lip and tongue kinematics were captured with electromagnetic articulography. Time-locked acoustic recordings were transcribed, and the kinematics of utterances with and without perceived errors were analyzed with existing and novel quantitative methods.
Results: New multivariate measures showed that for 5 participants, kinematic variability for productions perceived to be error free was significantly increased under delay; these results were validated by using the spatiotemporal index measure. Analysis of error trials revealed both typical productions of a nontarget syllable and productions with articulatory kinematics that incorporated aspects of both the target and the perceived utterance. Conclusions: This study is among the first to characterize articulatory changes under DAF and provides evidence for different classes of speech errors, which may not be perceptually salient. New methods were developed that may aid visualization and analysis of large kinematic data sets. Supplemental Material: https://doi.org/10.23641/asha.5103067
This special issue contains selected papers from the March 2016 Conference on Motor Speech held in Newport Beach, CA. F luent speech incorporates the reception of speakers' own productions via auditory feedback. When external auditory feedback is delayed by approximately 200 ms, speakers reduce their speech rates and produce errors in speech output, including disfluencies and phonological sequencing errors (Fairbanks, 1955; Yates, 1963) . However, the delayed auditory feedback (DAF) effects remain poorly understood and cannot be readily explained by contemporary models of speech motor control (e.g., Guenther, Ghosh, & Tourville, 2006; Hickok, 2012; Hickok, Houde, & Rong, 2011; Houde & Nagarajan, 2011; Saltzman & Munhall, 1989; Tilsen, 2013) . These models tend to lack either the specification of mechanisms for sequencing multiple sounds in a speech plan (Guenther et al., 2006; Hickok, 2012; Hickok et al., 2011; Houde & Nagarajan, 2011) , which are essential to explaining the observed discrete serial order errors, or do not explicitly address the use of online auditory feedback (Saltzman & Munhall, 1989; Tilsen, 2013) . Although the Gradient Order DIVA model (Directions Into Velocities of Articulators; Bohland, Bullock, & Guenther, 2010) extends the DIVA speech motor control framework (Guenther et al., 2006) to address how the brain may plan and produce sequences of speech sounds, it does not yet account for the effects of DAF due to an incomplete treatment of the auditory-perceptual system.
Speech Sequencing and Auditory Feedback: Theoretical Framework
The production of speech sequences is thought to involve a phonological encoding stage, in which the content of the planned utterance is represented at an abstract level (i.e., a phoneme sequence), which is then used to address and select learned motor programs for articulation a (e.g., Levelt, Roelofs, & Meyer, 1999) . Under this view, coordinated neural mechanisms must sequentially select the appropriate phonological units from a planning buffer, while concurrently activating lower-level sensory-motor programs that drive the production of individual syllables (Bohland et al., 2010) . At this lower level, which is described computationally by the DIVA model, continuous external auditory feedback is compared against stored sensory expectations specified as formant trajectories over time. It is understood, however, that external auditory feedback is also simultaneously used to monitor speech output for errors at multiple linguistic levels, including for the detection and correction of discrete segmental and suprasegmental errors (Levelt, 1983; Postma, 2000) . A conservative estimate is that healthy adults make errors in the serial sequencing of speech sounds at a rate of approximately one to two per 1,000 words spoken (Garnham, Shillcock, Brown, Mill, & Cutler, 1981; Hotopf, 1983) , and they perform online corrections of perhaps 50% of naturally occurring speech errors (Nooteboom, 1980) . Note that such errors are theoretically distinct from subphonemic mismatch errors (i.e., distorted productions), which are characterized by a graded rather than categorical deviation from the target sound.
Under DAF, a relatively large fraction of the evoked speech errors appear, at least perceptually, to be discrete and categorical, suggesting that the mechanism leading to error may be distinct from the feedback controller suggested by DIVA and other related models to steer individual productions toward the intended sensory consequences. Instead, such DAF-induced errors may highlight a higher level auditory feedback loop in which the incoming sound sequence is compared against the planned sequence at a more abstract level; any detected errors at this level could then be used to invoke activity changes within the (phonological) speechplanning buffer, for instance, to correct a naturally occurring error. Because of the aberrant timing of feedback introduced under DAF, categorical mismatches at the level of the sound sequence will be frequent and may lead to a reset, perseveration, or misordering of elements in the speech plan, thereby driving production anomalies that are often perceived as discrete sequencing errors.
Experimental Manipulations of Auditory Feedback
During speech, an auditory signal is transmitted to both the intended listener and back to the speaker as auditory feedback. This feedback is critical for learning and maintaining sensorimotor mappings needed for effective speaking, as is evidenced by early childhood deafness impairing the typical acquisition of speech (Oller & Eilers, 1988) and deleterious effects in adults who lose hearing after acquiring language (Perkell et al., 2001) . A wealth of experimental evidence suggests that altered auditory feedback has direct effects on relatively low-level parameters of the speech motor controller, driving changes in vocal intensity, reductions in speaking rate, and changes in phonemic contrasts under masking noise (Lane & Tranel, 1971; Perkell et al., 2007; Summers, Pisoni, Bernacki, Pedlow, & Stokes, 1988) , as well as compensatory responses to shifts in formant frequencies or fundamental frequency (Cai, Ghosh, Guenther, & Perkell, 2011; Purcell & Munhall, 2006; Tourville, Reilly, & Guenther, 2008; Villacorta, Perkell, & Guenther, 2007; Xu, Larson, Bauer, & Hain, 2004) .
When auditory feedback is altered by inserting an artificial delay (typically of approximately 200 ms), a large number of speech errors emerge, including both distorted productions and, as noted previously, discrete sequencing errors. The extent of these DAF-induced speaking effects appears to be highly variable across individuals (Burke, 1975; Chon, Kraft, Zhang, Loucks, & Ambrose, 2013) . Previous work using a highly controlled experimental protocol that mirrors the one used here shows, for example, that while DAF results in serial speech errors in more than 60% of trials in some participants, others are more robust to the manipulation, with such errors occurring in only approximately 10% of trials (Malloy, Nistal, & Bohland, 2014) . Malloy et al. (2014) found a selective increase in phonological errors involving vowels or whole syllables with increasing delay, whereas consonant errors (the most common naturally occurring error unit) were unaffected. Discrete errors in which whole phonemes or syllables are inaccurately sequenced have also been frequently reported in past studies using DAF (Chon et al., 2013; Fairbanks & Guttman, 1958; Yates, 1963) .
Speech Error Identification and Electromagnetic Articulography
The literature surrounding naturally occurring and/ or laboratory-induced slips of the tongue has historically converged on the segment as the basic unit represented in the phonological speech plan (Dell, 1986; Nooteboom, 1973; Shattuck-Hufnagel, 1983; Shattuck-Hufnagel & Klatt, 1979) . This is primarily due to the perceived well-formedness of most speech errors. The evaluation of speech errors from audio recordings, however, may be influenced by listeners' perceptual biases, as well as by the conventions used for phonetic transcription (Cutler, 1981; Frisch & Wright, 2002; Pouplier & Goldstein, 2005) . Previous work using electromagnetic articulography (EMA), with normal auditory feedback, has suggested that many errors perceived to be categorical may involve subphonemic articulatory errors, including the coproduction of multiple segments (Goldstein, Pouplier, Chen, Saltzman, & Byrd, 2007; Pouplier, 2007; Pouplier & Hardcastle, 2005) . Thus, it is important to determine if errors that are induced by DAF and judged by listeners to be categorical represent pure sequencing errors or involve subphonemic alterations to the articulatory output because the two classes of errors may arise from different mechanisms, as noted previously. Understanding the nature of DAF-induced changes to articulation will inform modeling treatments that address the multiple levels of interactions between the perceptual and production systems in running speech.
The only previous study, to our knowledge, of speech kinematics under DAF used infrared light-emitting diodes placed on the lips and jaw only (Sasisekaran, 2012) . In this study, participants read nonwords with typical auditory feedback, under delay of 200 ms, or with gated feedback in which the auditory feedback was turned off and on at 2 Hz. Lip aperture was evaluated in the different conditions, and aperture variability was higher under delay than in nondelay or gated conditions. Note that only trials without perceptual errors were evaluated, and the participants with the highest error rates were excluded. Indeed, most existing articulographic studies employ measures of the kinematics of speech (e.g., spatiotemporal index [STI] ) that disregard speech error data, with a few notable exceptions (Goldstein et al., 2007; Pouplier, 2007) ; as such, quantitative methods for conducting kinematic analyses of errorful speech are currently lacking.
The primary goals of this study were to develop and apply data-driven methods to determine how DAF affects syllable articulations in a highly controlled speaking task and to determine how articulations varied during productions deemed by listeners to be correct productions, distorted versions of correct syllables, or syllables that involved categorical sound errors. Though limited in the number of participants (eight), this approach produced hundreds of speech tokens per participant, enabling meaningful within-participant analyses. Listeners transcribed the speech produced, and syllables were classified as correct productions, graded distortions, or categorical errors. We examined nonerror trials using STI and used a multivariate approach to analyze both nonerror and errorful speech tokens. We examined the "landscape" of these productions reflecting trial-to-trial articulatory variability and compared productions perceived to be error free with and without DAF. We also examined the articulatory kinematics of distortion and categorical errors in relation to canonical productions of the target and transcribed syllables. Although aspects of this work are exploratory in nature and will require further study, here we have demonstrated a novel approach to assessing errors under DAF, while providing results that demonstrate a mixture of both graded and strictly categorical speech errors.
Method

Participants
Eight healthy young adults (three women, five men; M age = 24.5 years, range 19-33 years), participated in the experiment. All participants were native American English speakers and reported no history of speech, language, or hearing impairments. Participants provided written consent in compliance with the Boston University Institutional Review Board.
Data Collection
Simultaneous speech acoustics and articulator position data were recorded by using the NDI Wave Speech Research System (Northern Digital Inc., Waterloo, Ontario, Canada) in a sound-attenuating booth. Acoustic data were sampled at 22 kHz, and kinematic data were sampled at 100 Hz. Eight EMA sensors were used, each of which captured 5 df measurements. Three sensors used for head correction were placed on the gingiva of the upper incisors and the left and right mastoid processes. The position of each participant's maxillary occlusal plane with respect to the reference sensors was recorded by using a plastic mouth guard with three sensors attached: one at the front center directly beneath the diastema of the front teeth and two placed symmetrically on either side, in the back of the mouth guard, to fit beneath the molars. After the maxillary occlusal plane was measured, the mouth guard was removed, and five EMA sensors were attached to articulators: tongue tip (TT), tongue dorsum (TD), upper lip (UL), lower lip (LL), and left corner of the mouth (see Figure 1) . The sensor locations were chosen a priori to maximally differentiate between the six phonemes (/a/, /i/, /u/ and /b/, /d/, /z/; see Experimental Protocol section for more details). The TT was placed approximately 5 mm from the actual anterior tip of tongue. The TD was placed as far back as was feasible, with individual variation, but at least 2 cm from TT.
The reference sensor on the gingiva and the five articulatory sensors were attached with dental adhesive (highviscosity PeriAcryl, GluStitch Inc., Delta, BC, Canada), whereas the two sensors on the mastoid processes were attached with double-sided tape and medical tape. After sensors were attached, participants were fitted with a headworn condenser microphone (Shure WH30XLR, Shure Incorporated, Niles, IL), electrostatic insert earphones (Sensimetrics S14, Sensimetrics Corporation, Malden, MA), and dielectric earmuffs (Howard Leight Thunder T3, Honeywell Safety Products, Smithfield, RI) that had a noise reduction rating of 30 dB.
Experimental Protocol
Acoustic signals were transmitted from the headmounted microphone to an external sound device (M-Audio Fast Track Ultra, M-Audio, Cumberland, RI) connected to a laptop computer. The signal was amplified by +8 dB to attempt to overcome bone conduction (Cornelisse, Gagne, & Seewald, 1991) and transmitted to the earphones after being temporally modified by an experimentally specified delay. Auditory feedback delays were implemented using PsychPortAudio (Brainard, 1997) , a software sound interface available for the MATLAB Psychophysics Toolbox (MathWorks, Natick, MA), which utilizes Audio Stream Input/Output drivers to obtain high temporal precision and low latency playback. The feedback provided to the participant in each trial was either presented in near real time (sound processors introduced an approximately 14-ms delay; 25% of trials) or delayed by 200 ms (pseudorandom selection of 75% of the trials).
Participants repeated nonsense syllable sequences at a constrained pace. In each of the trials, participants repeatedly produced one of 12 pseudorandomly chosen C 1 V 1 C 2 V 2 C 3 V 3 nonsense sequences, with vowels chosen from /a/, /i/, and /u/ and voiced consonants chosen from /b/, /d/, and /z/. No phonemes were repeated in a given sequence. The 12 sequences were a priori chosen from the possible set to constrain productions to six consonant-vowel (CV) syllables and 12 vowel-consonant-vowel (VCV) transitions to produce as many repetitions of each utterance as possible; the stimuli sequences were /biduza/, /bizadu/, /budazi/, /buzida/, /dabuzi/, /dazibu/, /dubiza/, /duzabi/, /zabidu/, /zadubi/, /zibuda/, and /zidabu/. Stimuli were orthographically displayed on a monitor (e.g., "dah boo zee") for 2 s before being removed and replaced with a visual metronome. One of the most commonly observed effects of DAF is a near immediate reduction in speech rate, a potential compensatory strategy (Black, 1951) that speakers use to reduce error occurrences (i.e., trading off speed for accuracy). Such rate reductions, however, may obscure the direct effect DAF has on serial speech at typical speaking rates. The visual metronome was, therefore, used to cue participants to produce syllables at a steady rate in an attempt to counteract this compensatory strategy. This cue appeared as three circles positioned horizontally on the screen, sequentially changing colors at 5 Hz, and remaining on the screen for the duration of a 3-s production period. During this production period, participants repeatedly produced the CVCVCV sequence with or without DAF.
Participants completed 360 trials across six runs, in between each of which was approximately a 3-to 5-min rest period. Three participants had sensors detach during the experiment; in these cases, the run was halted, and the sensor was reattached. During analysis, the larger set of data (i.e., before or after reattachment), was retained for analysis and the remaining data were excluded. Reattachment of the sensor, even when placed within millimeters of its original position, generally introduced significant artifacts during analysis.
Data Analysis
Transcription
Authors used the speech analysis software Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 1996) to transcribe and mark onsets of syllables, the primary unit of transcription and analysis here, within the recorded audio for each trial by viewing the waveform and spectrogram and listening to the sample. Syllable onsets were located by marking the onset of high energy in the frequency spectrum, due to the burst of /d/ and /b/ or the onset of the frication of /z/. Listeners then transcribed each syllable heard with a closed set of phonetic symbols in which productions of the set of phonemes (/b/, /d/, /z/, /a/, /i/, /u/ ) that were considered typical were marked. Any atypical productions (of either consonants or vowel segments) were marked with a separate symbol (@). Custom MATLAB software was used to automatically compare the transcription to the stimulus presented to the participant to identify and classify errors.
Auditory-Perceptual Analysis and Automated Error Identification
The second author transcribed recordings for all trials (consisting of three to four repetitions of C 1 V 1 C 2 V 2 C 3 V 3 sequences) and participants, blinded to the stimulus. Any trials in which transcriptions matched the stimulus exactly (i.e., the trial contained multiple correct productions of the entire sequence only) were marked (using automated scripts as noted previously) as nonerrors. Trials in which the transcription differed from the stimulus within the first three syllables were defined as misremember errors and discarded; these discrepancies could be caused by the delay (and indeed their frequency of occurrence did increase under DAF) or by the participant forgetting which sequence they had been prompted to produce.
All remaining trials in which the first transcription differed from the stimulus, suggesting an error occurred, were transcribed by the third author. Trials in which the first and second transcriptions differed in the identified type of error were transcribed by the first author. Any error trials that did not then have agreement between two of the three transcribers were discarded. Any transcribed syllables before the occurrence of an error syllable were considered nonerrors, and all syllables in the trial after the first transcribed error syllable were discarded. All transcribers were native English speakers.
Errors were automatically detected and denoted as containing within-set phonemes or out-of-set phonemes. All syllables that were marked with an out-of-set character (@) were separately recategorized by the second transcriber into two groups: (a) syllables containing an ill-formed in-set phoneme (i.e., a distortion) or (b) syllables containing a well-formed out-of-set phoneme. All error productions were categorized as in Table 1 , including categorical errors, distortions, out-of-set errors, and artificial stutters. Two main classes of errors were selected for further analysis. The first were considered categorical errors, in which transcribers perceived the syllable as a properly formed CV with phonemes from the stimulus set, but these perceived phonemes did not match the target syllable within the prescribed stimulus. The second class of errors were distortions, in which either the consonant or the vowel was perceptibly distorted but did not cross perceptual categories to be perceived as a different vowel. Well-formed versions of out-of-set phonemes (e.g., d^) were not examined further, as there were no nonerror data for such syllables.
Analysis of Syllable Durations
The duration for each syllable was calculated from the marked onset (see the data analysis section of Method for more details) to the onset of the subsequent syllable. To determine whether average syllable duration was affected by experimental factors, durations of nonerror syllables were analyzed by using an analysis of variance with main factors of delay (0 or 200 ms), syllable (/bi/, /bu/, /da/, /du/, /za/, /zi/), syllable order in the stimulus sequence (one to three), and Participants 1-8 (random factor), with all possible interactions.
EMA Data Preprocessing
EMA data were exported from the NDI WaveFront software and imported into MATLAB. Data were low-pass filtered with a third-order Butterworth filter with a 5-Hz cutoff for the reference sensors and 20-Hz cutoff for the articulatory sensors, following Tiede et al. (2010) . To correct for head motion, the kinematic data were rereferenced to each individual's articulatory space, with the origin between the back molars and behind the diastema of the upper central incisors.
For STI. EMA data corresponding to each of the 12 sequence types (e.g., /dazibu/) were extracted beginning at the first marked syllable onset and ending after the final syllable offset, which was also the onset of the following sequence. Sequences were amplitude normalized and then time normalized to 1,000 data points per sequence via spline interpolation (Smith, Johnson, McGillem, & Goffman, 2000) .
For all other measures. EMA data corresponding to individual syllable productions were extracted starting at the marked syllable onset and ending at the subsequent syllable onset. To accommodate different syllable durations, the EMA data for each syllable were then time normalized by resampling and linearly interpolating data such that each was 100 time samples long. Syllable boundaries were then shifted to incorporate 30% of the previous syllable and 70% of the current syllable to ensure that all articulatory movements related to the onset consonant were included in the sample; 1 thus, the first syllable of each trial was also discarded. Syllables transcribed as correct productions were discarded if they were longer in duration than 4 SDs above the mean (for that participant) or if they had kinematic excursions greater than 100 mm within the syllable in any sensor or had missing data, indicating a measurement error by the EMA device. Although kinematic data were captured in three dimensions (posterior and anterior, left and right, and inferior and superior), qualitative comparisons of analyses with and without the left and right dimension indicated that little information was provided by this dimension, and thus all further analyses were completed with measurement data from only the posterior and anterior and inferior and superior dimensions.
2 EMA data from syllables were converted (through simple concatenation) from a matrix of Time (100 samples) × Space (posterior-anterior and inferior-superior) × Sensor (TT, TD, UL, LL, LC) into one high-dimensional feature vector in which each feature (element in the vector) corresponded to the data from one sensor at one time point from one spatial dimension. Figure 2 shows an example of the data used, including the transcription time-aligned to kinematic and acoustic data, and illustrates how the kinematic data were reordered into a feature vector.
Kinematic Analyses
Analyses included calculating the difference in STI between nonerror sequences with and without delay, calculations of distance between syllables in high-dimensional space, visualizing the variability of articulation in nonerror and error syllables, and classifying errors into different error profiles. All analyses were performed within-participant only.
Differences in spatiotemporal index. Sequences under delay and not under delay were evaluated separately within utterance type, sensor, and dimension. STI was calculated as the sum of standard deviations at 2% intervals over sequences time normalized to 1,000 data points. As there were different numbers of sequences in the delay and no-delay conditions, the larger category was bootstrapped. If there were, for example, 30 /dazibu/ sequences under delay and 20 /dazibu/ sequences without delay, one STI value was calculated over the smaller category (in this case, without delay) for each dimension of each sensor. The STI for the larger category was calculated as the mean of 100 bootstrapped STI values. That is, random sets of sequences (equal to the size of the smaller category) were drawn from the larger category; STI was calculated over each set and averaged. Within utterance, sensor, and dimension, the STI of sequences produced with no delay were subtracted from the STI of those produced under DAF. The resultant differences in STI (ΔSTIs) were averaged over utterance type and then over dimension and sensor to provide an overall measure of the difference in articulatory variability between delay and nondelay trials for each participant.
Distance calculations. A global measure of distance was used to characterize the differences between individual syllable productions. The distance between any two syllable feature vectors represents how different the kinematic traces are by comparing a value representing a single time, dimension, and sensor to another trace's value at that same time, dimension, and sensor. The larger the distance between two traces, the more different they are. Distance measures were calculated with the Manhattan (L 1 -norm) distance formula. Thus, the distance between two syllable productions (e.g., → x, → y ), each represented by a vector with N = 1,000 elements is given by
For each participant, a mean nonerror feature vector representation was calculated across all nonerror productions for each of the six syllable classes. These class centroids were used as a representation of a prototypical production. Distances were calculated from each individual syllable vector to the mean feature vector (centroid) corresponding to its perceived syllable class. One-tailed, two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests were completed to compare the distributions of these distances for syllables produced with and without DAF; these tested the hypothesis that the mean and/or variance of the distance from centroid (i.e., articulatory variability) was larger for syllables produced under delay than those with no delay.
Visualization of articulatory variability. The distances between all pairs of syllable feature vectors were calculated, and nonmetric multidimensional scaling (MDS; Kruskal, 1964) was used to visualize these relationships in two dimensions. In these plots, the distance between data points (each representing one syllable production) in twodimensional space is monotonically related to the distance between all data points in the high-dimensional feature space (see Distance calculations section). Data were plotted without reference to the transcribed syllable identity, but the color and marker for each production was indicated post hoc to reflect their perceived class. Thus, any groupings of syllables are due purely to their differences and distances in high-dimensional space, rather than to any explicit data clustering process.
Classification of error profiles. To broadly categorize error productions into a set of error profiles (e.g., alike only the stimulus class, alike only the produced class, alike both, or other), we performed classification of the kinematic data by using machine learning tools. For each of the six canonical syllable classes in each participant, one quadratic discriminant analysis classifier was trained to discriminate nonerror syllables labeled as in class (target syllable) from those labeled as out of class (remaining five syllables). To test reliability of the classifiers on nonerror productions, fivefold cross-validation was performed on each syllable class and then averaged across syllables within participant. Six quadratic discriminant analysis classifiers were then retrained by using a participant's entire set of nonerror syllables, as noted previously. Each syllable production transcribed as a categorical error was then classified by each of the six classifiers as in class or out of class and assigned to an error profile. For example, if an error was classified as in class of its stimulus syllable and out of class of the remaining five syllables, it was assigned the error profile alike only stimulus. If it was in class for both the stimulus syllable and perceived syllable and out of class for the remaining four syllables, it was assigned alike stimulus and perceived. Distortion errors were similarly classified and assigned to error profiles. Error profile types were then tallied across participants to determine the overall distribution of these profiles in the entire data set.
Results
Auditory-Perceptual Analysis
Participants completed 240-360 trials. After preprocessing data as described previously, participants had between 2,453 and 3,948 (M = 2939, SD = 615) syllables in which transcriptions matched the target stimuli (nonerrors) and between 11 and 133 (M = 85, SD = 47) syllables marked as errors. Each participant had an additional four to 70 trials discarded as misremember errors (225 trials total, with nine to 12 syllables each), as well as one to 21 syllables (52 total) in which two of three transcribers could not agree and were thus not analyzed further. We note that although our design required participants to produce sequences from memory and thus required discarding some trials due to these ambiguous misremember errors, it eliminates uncontrolled variables related to how participants use visual inputs when stimuli can be directly read. Further, the effects of DAF have been shown to differ under reading and conversational speech conditions (e.g., Corey and Cuddapah, 2008) , so to focus our analysis exclusively on speech motor mechanisms, we opted to remove the visual aspect of this task during the experimental manipulation.
The overall number of errors and the distribution of the types of errors produced varied between participants, as has been previously reported (Malloy et al., 2014) . Figure 3 shows the distribution of errors among participants. Error rates and percentage increase in error rate under delay are summarized in the second column of Table 2 ; note that while raw error rate is lowest in Participants 2, 3, and 7 (P2, P3, and P7), the percentage increase in error rate under delay was lowest in P2, P3, and Participant 6 (P6), suggesting that these participants were least affected by delay. Although the visual metronome was intended to help participants maintain a consistent syllable rate, an analysis of variance showed main effects of delay (0 or 200 ms), syllable (/bi/, /bu/, /da/, /du/, /za/, /zi/), and syllable order in the sequence (one to three) on syllable duration, with multiple significant interactions (see Table 3 ). The mean duration of syllables with no delay was 203 ms (SD = 46 ms), Figure 4 shows nonmetric MDS representations of the landscape of syllable productions for three example Participants 8 (P8), 4 (P4), and P2 (all participants included in Supplemental Material S1). These plots show all nonerror productions for each participant, and the distances between the markers in this two-dimensional plot are monotonically related to the dissimilarity of syllable productions in the high-dimensional feature space. Note that the degree of clustering by syllable differs across participants, with some clusters overlapping more than others. Clusters with common vowels are often nearest, although some participants' data resulted in clusters in which the consonant was more dominant in determining cluster overlap. Figures 4A and 4B show two participants in which clusters are largely segregated by syllable class. Figure 4C shows a participant in which clusters overlap somewhat in the two-dimensional representation and in which the overlap is primarily governed by vowel; for example, note that clusters for the syllables /za/ and /da/ overlap slightly, as do clusters for /zi/ and /bi/.
Kinematic Analyses
Distribution of Nonerror Productions
In addition to color coding by syllable, color intensity is used to denote whether the syllable was produced with DAF (lighter) or without (darker). In Figures 4A and Figure 4B , note that the syllables produced under DAF appear to show much more variation from their class centroids than the nondelay syllables. This suggests that there may be more articulatory variability in the productions under delay even in utterances that are perceived as error free. The participant in Figure 4C , however, shows no apparent difference in variability under delay and nondelay. The participant in Figure 4C was one who did not show large differences in error production under delay (see Figure 3) . Statistical testing shows that five out of eight participants had productions under DAF that had larger and/or more variable distances from the mean than productions without DAF (see Table 2 ). It is interesting to note that the three participants who did not show statistically significant differences in these distributions (P2, P3, and P6) were those with the smallest percentage increase in error rate under delay.
STI
STI was also calculated for CVCVCV sequences to compare variability in productions made with and without DAF and for comparison with our current approach. Figure 5 shows the difference in STI between delay and nondelay sequences (differences calculated within utterance type, sensor, and dimension before being averaged). Note that the participants with higher error rate increases under delay also tend to have higher STIs under DAF, while those participants with lower error rate increases have similar STIs regardless of delay. Four of the five participants who had a significant increase in articulatory variability (see Table 2 ) also had an increased STI under DAF. Figure 6 shows syllables transcribed as errors plotted on nonerror syllable clusters for Participant 1 (P1). Figure 6A shows all distortions color coded by the target stimulus. For example, all nonerror /bu/ syllables are plotted in green, and any syllables that were supposed to be /bu/ but were transcribed as a vowel distortion (/b@/) or consonant distortion (/@u/) are marked with green-crossed circles. Note that these were in many cases proximal to the nonerror stimulus syllable cluster, suggesting some overall resemblance to the target syllable. Figure 6B shows the same participant's categorical errors that matched one of the six CV syllables used in the experiment. Here, the color of the circle indicates the stimulus for that syllable, while the color of the center "x" indicates the syllable that was perceived. Three specific examples of categorical errors are highlighted here: one in which the error is near the center of the perceived cluster /bi/ (blue-dashed box), one in which the kinematics are near the boundary between the perceived and stimulus syllable clusters (red solid box), and one in which the kinematics are closer to the stimulus than to the perceived syllable cluster (black-dotted box). Figure 7 shows spider plots that compare several example distortion errors with canonical (centroid) productions of all six syllable classes. For these plots, centroids of each syllable class were calculated (as in Distance calculations section). For each syllable production plotted here, the distances between that syllable's feature vector and each of the six centroids were found. The inverse of distance (dissimilarity) was used as a proxy for similarity. This similarity measure suggests that the closer to the end of each axis, the more similar (smaller distance) a production is to the mean nonerror production of that class. The midpoint (origin) of each axis is a similarity of 0 (infinite distance from the centroid), and the end point is set to the highest similarity of any nonerror production to the centroid of that syllable class. Figure 7A shows three distortions of the stimulus syllable /zi/ (target icon) from P8 plotted with a randomly chosen set of nonerror productions of this same class from the same participant. In two of these examples, the distorted syllable productions were clearly more similar to nonerror /zi/ productions than to any other syllable, while the third showed reduced similarity to any of the six canonical syllables. Figure 7B shows distortions of /bi/ made by P4 with three different patterns: one is similar to canonical /bi/ productions, one is more similar to a canonical /bu/, and one is relatively equidistant from all clusters and thus not like any of the prototypical productions. Figure 8 shows three examples of syllables transcribed as categorical errors with different relationships to Each data point indicates one nonerror syllable production, color coded by syllable class. Distance between points is monotonically related to the L1-norm distance between high-dimensional kinematic feature vectors recorded and resampled for each syllable. Blue diamonds: /bi/, green circles: /bu/, orange stars: /da/, black triangles: /du/, purple arrows: /za/, red squares: /zi/. Lighter markers indicate trials produced under delay, while dark markers show trials with no delay. MDS plots for the remaining participants are included in Supplemental Material S1. (Table 2) . ΔSTIs represent the difference in STI between delay and nondelay sequences (differences calculated within utterance type, dimension, and sensor before being averaged). Error bars represent standard error of the mean difference of STI calculated over the sensors.
Distribution of Error Productions
Proximity of Distorted Productions to All Syllable Classes
Proximity of Categorical Error productions to All Syllable Classes
canonical productions. Figure 8A shows a categorical error that had a stimulus of /du/ (target icon) and a perceived class of /bi/ (ear icon), plotted with randomly selected nonerror productions of both /du/ and /bi/. Note that this error primarily resembles canonical productions of the perceived class, /bi/. However, Figure 8B shows a categorical error that more closely resembles the stimulus class, /du/, than the perceptually determined class (/da/). In addition, Figure 8C shows a categorical error that had a stimulus class of /bu/ and a perceived class of /bi/; note that although this error is similar to both classes, the nonerror productions of these two classes are more distinct, suggesting this production may be a blend of the two articulation patterns.
Kinematic Traces of a Categorical Error Compared With Distortion and Nonerror Traces
While a detailed analysis of the specific kinematic abnormalities observed in error production is beyond the scope of the present study, we highlight a particularly interesting example that illustrates the complexity of characterizing DAF related effects. Figure 9 shows the articulograph (three sensors in one dimension) for an example categorical error plotted against kinematic traces for corresponding nonerrors and distortions. This error was classified as a syllable anticipation in which the intended stimulus sequence was /zabiduza/, and the participant instead produced /zabiza/. Thus, we compare this production to nonerror productions of the perceived sequence /biza/, the stimulus sequence /bidu/, and distortions of the /a/ in /biza/. Note that these distortions appear within the error bars (1 SD) provided by nonerror productions of the stimulus sequence until the final vowel. The trace of the sensor on the TD shows that the categorical error follows the perceived sequence /biza/ as expected (see Figure 9A) . 3 The TT, however (see Figure 9B ; red box), follows a movement trajectory appropriate for the stimulus sequence /bidu/ for some time before switching to The blue-dashed box shows an error in which the stimulus was /du/, the perceived syllable was /bi/, and the kinematic data results in this production lying within the cluster of nonerror productions of /bi/. The red solid box shows a syllable where the stimulus was /za/ and transcribers perceived /da/, and the kinematics are on the boundary between the two categories. The black-dotted box highlights syllables in which the stimulus was /du/, but transcribers perceived /da/; the kinematics here are closer to the stimulus than to the perceived cluster. Figure 7 . Similarity of distortion errors to canonical productions for the six syllables used in this study. Three contours indicating the similarity between productions transcribed as distortions and centroids of each of the syllable classes (each axis) are plotted with 100 randomly selected examples of nonerrors from the same stimulus class. The origin of each axis is 0 similarity (infinite distance from cluster centroid) and the end point is the highest similarity of any nonerror to the mean of all nonerrors in that class. (A) shows several distortions with the stimulus of /zi/ (target icon) from Participant 8 (P8) plotted in black on top of nonerror productions of the same class; these distortions all are most similar to /zi/. (B) shows three distortions of /bi/ from Participant 4 (P4) plotted on nonerror /bi/ productions; one production is similar to a canonical /bi/ (i.e., is very near the end point of the /bi/ axis), one is more similar to a canonical /bu/ than the nonerror /bi/ productions are, and one is dissimilar from all canonical classes (i.e., each distance from class centroids is large and thus near the origin of all axes). a trajectory that follows the trace for the perceived sequence /biza/. In the LL trace (see Figure 9C ; green-dotted box), the trajectory of the categorical error does not clearly match either the perceived or the stimulus sequence.
Error Profiles
Errors were categorized within participant and then pooled to determine the distribution of the types of errors in the entire data set (see Table 4 ). Overall cross-validation classification accuracy of nonerrors, averaged across syllable classes within participant, varied from 91.5% to 99.7% by participant (M = 94.6%, SD = 2.5%). Table 4 shows the percentage of error productions that were sorted, on the basis of the responses of the six syllable-specific classifiers, into each of a set of error profiles. Of the 372 total distortion errors, 341 were transcribed as having one correct phoneme and one distorted phoneme and were submitted to the classifier. Of those, 47% were classified as matching the stimulus syllable only, 16% were classified as matching exactly one nonstimulus syllable, and 18% were classified Figure 8 . Similarity of three example categorical errors (in black) to all six canonical syllable classes, plotted with 100 randomly selected nonerror productions of their stimulus class (solid; target icon) and their perceived class (dashed; ear icon). Origin of axes is 0 similarity (infinite distance from cluster), and end point is the similarity of the nonerror that is most similar to the mean of all nonerrors in that class. (A) shows a categorical error from Participant 8 (P8) with a stimulus of /du/ and a perceived class of /bi/, plotted on top of nonerror productions of /du/ and /bi/; this error closely resembles canonical productions of the perceived class. (B) shows a categorical error produced by Participant 1 (P1) with a stimulus class of /du/ and a perceived class of /da/; this error closely resembles the stimulus class. (C) shows an error from Participant 7 (P7), which had the stimulus /bu/ and was perceived as /bi/; this error is more similar to both /bu/ and /du/ than nonerror productions. Figure 9 . Kinematic traces for an illustrative categorical error plotted with traces for corresponding nonerrors and distortions. This categorical error, plotted in black in all three panels, was a syllable anticipation by Participant 6 (P6), in which the stimulus was /zabiduza/ and the participant instead produced /zabiza/. Three sensors are plotted showing the inferior and superior dimension. In orange is the mean ± 1 SD of all nonerror productions of the stimulus sequence /bidu/, whereas all nonerror productions of the perceived sequence, /biza/, are in purple. Distortions plotted in dashed gray lines were all intended productions of /biza/ with a perceived distortion on the final vowel. (A) shows the tongue dorsum position in the inferior and superior dimension, and (B) shows the tongue tip, in which the red box indicates where this sensor's movement initially matched the stimulus syllable and then veered into the perceived syllable. (C) shows the lower lip sensor, in which the green-dotted box indicates a time in which the lip movement does not appear to match either the stimulus or perceived nonerror sequences.
as matching the stimulus and exactly one other syllable. The remaining syllables consisted of those classified as multiple syllables (1%) and those classified as not matching any canonical syllables (18%). Of the 143 total categorical errors, 81 were perceived as one of the six canonical syllables and thus could be directly compared with nonerrors; the remaining syllables were not contained in the stimuli (e.g., /ba/ or /di/) and thus could not be analyzed further. Of the syllables analyzed, 5% were classified as matching the stimulus syllable only, 43% were classified as matching the perceived syllable only, and 20% were classified as matching both the stimulus and perceived syllables only. The remaining syllables were either classified as a different combination of syllables and/or multiple syllables (18%) or classified as not matching any of the canonical syllables (15%).
Discussion
In this study, we developed and applied multivariate methods to examine the effects of DAF on articulatory kinematics of simple syllable sequences. We sought to first determine how, if at all, the kinematics of individual syllable productions judged by listeners to be correct (i.e., matching the stimulus) differed under DAF. Then, we compared syllable productions judged as errors (either distortions of the stimulus syllable or productions of a clean version of a nonstimulus syllable) to nonerror syllable productions from an articulatory perspective. The results, while preliminary, suggest the impact of altered timing of feedback on speech output can occur at either a subphonemic level (i.e., resulting in imprecise articulations) or at a categorical or phonological level (i.e., resulting in the selection and clean production of a nontarget syllable). We hypothesize that these qualitatively distinct error types are evoked by mechanisms that compare external auditory feedback with expectations either continuously (to determine if the articulation of a single syllable is correct) or discretely (to determine if the correct phonemes are being produced in the proper order). In the former case, artificially induced mismatches due to DAF may result in attempts to continuously adjust output of the current syllable, resulting in the observed distortions. In the latter case, errors (i.e., recognition of a planned sound at an unexpected time) may cause resetting or other changes in an abstract or phonological representation of the sequence in a speech-planning buffer, resulting in discrete sequencing errors. Because our study demonstrates variability in syllable productions that were not apparent to listeners, it also emphasizes the importance of studying articulatory kinematics to more precisely determine the nature of DAFinduced speech errors.
Nonerror Productions
The articulatory kinematics of nonerror syllable productions largely clustered by perceived syllable using a classblind distance measure and nonmetric MDS (see Figure 4 and Supplemental Material S1). MDS plots were informative in demonstrating the global landscape of productions but are limited by the requirement to capture very high dimensional relationships in a two-dimensional space. Still, these plots illustrate a general (within-participant) consistency in articulating individual syllables within the repeated production of memory-guided CVCVCV sequences.
Five out of eight participants had statistically significant differences in the distribution of distances between individual productions and the cluster centroid for nonerror productions with and without DAF. For these participants, this suggests that articulations were still affected by DAF and were presumably less stable than those made with normal feedback, even when judged to be error free by a Note. Shown are the total counts of errors of various types (across participants) and the percentage of errors that were classified into different error profiles using a quadratic discriminant analysis classifier.
a Productions that contained a combination of distortions and categorical errors (e.g., target /du/, transcribed /b@/) or in which the entire syllable was distorted (/@/) and categorical errors that were transcribed as a legal syllable but not one of the six in the entire stimuli set (e.g., /di/) were removed, as there were no canonical, nonerror productions to compare against. Errors were classified via six classifiers per participant, each trained to recognize one syllable as in class and all other syllables as out of class. These were then used to create error profiles. For example, if a distortion error were classified as in class for only the stimulus syllable and out of class for the remaining syllables, it was denoted here in the left column as stimulus only.
listener. This builds on the results of Sasisekaran (2012) , who found that lip aperture measured during the production of nonerror syllable sequences with DAF was more variable than those produced with typical or gated auditory feedback. The three participants who did not show statistically significant differences between kinematics for productions with and without DAF were those who made the lowest percentage of additional errors under delay (see Table 4 ). Although individual differences in susceptibility to DAF have been previously established (e.g., Burke, 1975; Chon et al., 2013) , this result indicates that even subtle DAFinduced effects on the sensory-motor control of speech that are not apparent perceptually have differential effects on speakers; preliminary indications suggest that susceptibility to these subtle, graded alterations of articulatory output mirror susceptibility to more perceptually salient effects that clearly alter the output sound sequence. This suggests that the kinematic distance measure used here is sensitive to articulation changes under delay that were not evident to listeners, as all productions here were perceived as nonerrors.
These results were echoed by those using an adaptation of the well-established spatiotemporal index measure (Smith et al., 2000;  here, ΔSTI is the difference in STI between delay and nondelay conditions); namely, those participants with the highest increase in error rates, as well as the highest difference in distribution of distances between individual productions and the cluster centroid also showed larger variability under delay rather than nondelay. There was one participant (P7) who showed a negative ΔSTI value but a statistically significant ( p < .05) increase in variability under DAF using our new approach. This may indicate an increased sensitivity to articulatory variability using our method, but we should note that STI calculations were performed over CVCVCV sequences, while results shown in Table 4 were based on individual syllable productions.
Error Productions
Distortions
Errors judged to be distorted versions of the stimulus syllable tended to appear on the MDS plots near the stimulus (intended) syllable but often were further away from the cluster centroids than nonerrors (see Figure 6A ). This reflects in many cases, as expected, the target syllables were likely correctly planned and released for execution but were altered during the articulation process due to mismatching continuous, external auditory feedback. When compared with nonerror productions via distances to class centroids (see Figure 7A) or via classification (see Table 4 ), distortions were often most similar to their stimulus syllable or to their stimulus plus one other canonical syllable, although examples in which distortions were more similar to a different canonical syllable (see Figure 7B ), unlike all syllables (see Figure 7C) , or alike more than one canonical syllable could also be found. Still, nearly half (47%) of the distortion errors, when submitted to classifiers trained on error-free productions of each stimulus, could only be considered to match the target stimulus syllable. Although speculative, this again suggests that a large fraction of these errors were altered by low-level interactions of feedback with the motor output system, resulting in graded, continuous changes to the articulatory output. Interpretation of other examples will require a detailed analysis of the articulatory movements in relation to the surrounding phonetic context and will likely show large variability across the small number of examples available.
Categorical Errors
Categorical errors often appeared on MDS plots (see Figure 6B ) near the perceived syllable cluster, as expected if the participant had articulated a clean (but incorrect) syllable. Such productions represent examples in which the speech planning system appears to have selected and released the produced sounds in the improper order. Such serial ordering errors might resemble many normally occurring slips of the tongue, which can be, in part, explained by various models that include an abstract phonological representation of the forthcoming speech plan (Bohland et al., 2010; e.g., Dell, 1986; Hartley & Houghton, 1996; Vousden, Brown, & Harley, 2000) . We hypothesize that these errors may arise due to mechanisms normally used for detection and correction of such discrete errors in speech output, which must enact changes to the speech planning buffer (i.e., a reordering of planned sounds) to interrupt and correct running speech. In the case of DAF, mistimed feedback may mimic the detection of such errors and artificially drive changes to the (phonological) speech planning buffer, directly resulting in serial ordering errors.
However, some syllables transcribed as categorical errors appeared on the border between the clusters of the perceived and stimulus cluster, and some appeared nearest the stimulus cluster despite being perceived as a clean version of a different syllable. To examine the kinematic relationships between categorical errors and canonical productions further, we generated spider plots (see Figure 8) , which illustrate the degree of (dis)similarity between each production and the canonical (class centroid) version of each of the six syllables used in the experiment. These examples point to the possibility that individual components of the productions (i.e., movements of single articulators or coordinated articulatory gestures) might be in error, as has been reported for slips of the tongue elicited in a speeded repetition task with normal feedback aimed to elicit slips (Goldstein et al., 2007) . In addition, examples with articulations with similarity to both the stimulus and perceived syllable could represent simultaneous coproductions of more than one planned segment (Pouplier & Hardcastle, 2005) . In general, the developed visualization methods provide intuitive techniques to determine relationships between individual productions and to generate specific hypotheses that can be tested directly with the underlying EMA data.
We also summarized error profiles of categorical errors on the basis of classification analysis, across participants. We found that many syllables were classified as the perceived syllable only (43%), again consistent with these being discrete phonemic sequencing errors. However, a relatively large fraction were classified both as the intended stimulus and perceived syllables but not as any of the other possible syllables (20%; see Table 4 ). These results suggest that, in fact, many errors represent blends of articulations of the stimulus and perceived sound. In addition to providing information about the interaction of DAF and articulatory planning, this result confirms that the articulation measures employed here add information about the nature of these errors that was not evident to listeners. One particularly compelling example of a syllable transcribed as a categorical error was shown in Figure 9 . This example shows strong evidence that, at least in this example, some articulators follow trajectories consistent with the perceived syllable (see Figure 9A ), while others combine trajectories of the perceived and stimulus syllable (see Figure 9B) , and some articulators follow neither expected trajectory (see Figure 9C ). This result points to the complexity of the effects of DAFinduced errors and of interactions between altered feedback and the speech controller. Although the effects of DAF have been studied for many decades, it is clear that they are still poorly understood.
Quantitative Measures for Kinematic Data Sets
Although the number of participants in this study was modest, the number of productions measured per participant was quite large (M = 2,939 syllables). Constraining the stimulus set to six syllables resulted in many more nonerror utterances of each type than are typically analyzed by using measures of articulatory variability such as STI (e.g., 10-15 utterances; Smith et al., 2000) The type of data collection, abbreviated transcription process and data processing approach, allows for comparison across many utterances and requires novel methods of visualization and analysis. Here, we have presented a variety of measures (highdimensional representation of kinematic data as a feature vector; Manhattan distance from mean nonerror production as global measure of difference in articulation), associated visualizations (MDS and spider plots), and analyses (machine learning for classifying errors into distinct profiles). While STI is not typically used on errorful productions, the methods developed here can be directly employed to help characterize errors. Although the main aim of this study was to begin to determine how DAF affects syllable articulation, these methods could be applied to a variety of large kinematic data sets. Further development could also enable analysis across participants to characterize both group effects and individual differences.
Limitations
A variety of factors could have affected the results presented here in uncontrolled ways. Although participants all reported no history of speech, language, or hearing disorders, they did not undergo a hearing screening prior to participating and thus may have had different sensitivities to feedback alterations. To produce large numbers of similar syllables and elicited errors, the stimuli in this study consisted of repeating sequences of nonsense CV syllables. This was particularly necessary given the time constraints inherent in the use of EMA sensors, which can detach after some time, particularly from lingual placements. However, it is unknown how well these results would correlate to errors produced in conversational speech or how well they would generalize to words and syllables with different segmental structures. The sensor locations were chosen a priori to maximally differentiate between the six phonemes. These locations were similar but not identical to those subsequently published by Wang, Samal, Rong, and Green (2016) , which suggested that UL, LL, TT, and a sensor somewhat posterior to our TD performed equivalently to a larger sensor set for classifying phrases, and thus may be preferable. In future studies, we plan to adopt these positions, in part to help standardize EMA protocols and enable comparisons across experiments.
The auditory-perceptual analysis presented here enabled transcribing the large numbers of syllables required for these analyses. However, this meant that productions labeled as correct were only transcribed by one listener, while productions that differed from the stimulus were transcribed by two or three listeners. This suggests that although we are confident that the productions labeled here as errors actually contained acoustically salient deviations from the targets, a small fraction of syllables marked as nonerrors may have also contained some perceptually discernable differences. 4 In addition, the kinematic measures presented here are intended to supplant the need to rely on auditory perception, as indeed different listeners may have different perceptual biases and thus may not identify the same set of errors. However, these kinematic measures still rely on manual identification of the syllable onset through listening to and viewing the recorded signal. Future development could use kinematic rather than perceptual markers to determine syllable boundaries. In a similar way, it is unknown to what degree the errors produced under DAF resemble those produced in typical speech or in studies eliciting slips of the tongue via rapid speech or tongue twister stimuli.
All analyses presented here were completed withinparticipant only, with the exception of the error profiles (see Table 4 ), which were calculated within participant but summed across participants. This is primarily because, although our sample size is consistent with some of the most directly relevant EMA studies (e.g., Goldstein et al., 2007; Tilsen & Goldstein, 2012) , the effects of DAF are 4 To help characterize the extent of this issue, the second transcriber performed a blind transcription of one entire run. Of the 668 syllables analyzed, there was exact agreement on 615 (92%). Where there was disagreement, most were marked as distortions by one transcriber and not the other (7% of total), rather than disagreements about error type (< 1% of total). Further, in nonerror syllables, the median jitter of the acoustically defined syllable boundary was less than 5% of the temporal window used for analysis. in fact quite variable between participants. Therefore, the results presented here may not be representative of the population of typical speakers, and larger studies will ultimately be needed to assess individual variation of DAF effects on speech kinematics. In addition, the measures, visualization methods, and machine learning analyses have not been validated against other measures, with the exception of the presented STI comparison for nonerror data.
Future Directions
The complexity of this data set and of the methods presented here warrant further analysis. In particular, further study could reveal what specific articulatory changes shift a syllable from being perceived as a nonerror to a distortion, as we have presented evidence that DAF induces some changes in even clean productions in individuals most affected by feedback alterations. Further work could help collapse and compare data across participants, as most of the analyses presented here were within-participant only. The methods presented here were data driven, as variability in all sensors and dimensions were weighted equally; however, kinematic variation in some sensors and dimensions were almost certainly more critical than others for meeting phonetic goals. As the sensors and dimensions of import vary from phoneme to phoneme, the appropriate weighting of different sensors is not straightforward, and data-driven methods (e.g., on the basis of the Mahalanobis distance) may introduce circularity and/or biases in the analysis. However, future work should focus on weighting the different sensors and dimensions differentially on the basis of a priori knowledge of acoustic phonetics related to the specific target sounds used.
Also, these data and results provide evidence that can be used to develop and test models of speech planning and serial speech production. Although models have been developed that explicitly address the sequential representation and production of an utterance (e.g., Bohland et al., 2010; Tilsen, 2013) , they differ in terms of the proposed planning units (i.e., abstract phonemes or articulatory gestures) and cannot currently explain how the mismatched timing of expected and received auditory feedback under DAF drives sequential production errors.
Conclusion
In this study, we examined the articulatory kinematics of syllable productions recorded from eight typical adult speakers with and without DAF. We show that analysis of articulatory kinematics can be informative in elucidating the precise nature of the speech errors made under DAF, which in many cases, differ from what is heard by listeners. We found that the kinematics of nonerror productions clustered by perceived syllable class using a data-driven distance measure operating on a global, high-dimensional representation of each production. Five participants had statistically significant differences in the variability of nonerror productions made with and without DAF, suggesting that kinematic measures are sensitive to articulatory changes under delay that are not evident to or not reported by listeners. Many distortion errors were observed to be most similar to the stimulus syllable, but others were similar to other syllables or alike no other syllables. Categorical errors were characterized in four groups: those that were most similar to the perceived syllable (most common), those that were most similar to the stimulus syllable, those that were a blend of the perceived and stimulus articulations, and those that were not similar to any of the six canonical syllables. The errors that are a blend of the perceived and stimulus articulations suggest that DAF may be interacting with the speech motor sequencing controller at a subphonemic level. This study is one of the first to characterize articulatory kinematic changes under DAF and provides initial results and a rich data set for testing future specific hypotheses and for constraining and testing computational models of speech planning and online control. In attempting to characterize these speech sequencing errors, we have developed and presented a series of novel quantitative methods for analyzing and visualizing large kinematic data sets.
